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JASON WOLCOTT

A woven tapestry of aqua, blues, greens, and sandy browns stretch to

with their unspoiled beauty. A few small coconut-fringed islands are the
only interruption of the view to the edge of eternity. The wind steadily
blows palms back and forth as tropical clouds lazily drift past. I am

fruit and some of the best bread you will find east of Paris. The ocean
beats a steady rhythm of ebb and flow as small waves wash ashore, a
perfect soundtrack to my breakfast.
I stroll back to my beachfront wooden bungalow on a path of pure white
sand amidst palms and strange trees with root systems above the ground
and try to decide if I should pump up my kite or lie in the hammock for a
while and read some more Hemingway. There are other forces at play in my
mind as well, the reef which borders this magical place is one of the most
beautiful and intact ecosystems in the whole world… maybe I should go look
for turtles, rays, or lionfish first … decisions decisions.
I elect to pump my kite and make use of the steady breeze and go for a
session before lunch. The staff help me pump my kite and launch and I
am quickly off the beach and gliding across the clearest water I have ever
seen. As I make my way into the deep channel, the view changes minute
by minute revealing the true scale of this kiteboarding Shangri-La. Should
I venture upwind and find some kickers? Or perhaps downwind to a tiny
island straight out of my wildest dreams featuring a sandy lagoon stretching
as far as the eye can see. If I had thought about it, I could have asked to
be taken 30 kilometres upwind and done a downwinder of epic proportions
and unimaginable beauty passed villages and unspoiled coast.
I head downwind to the island and find some smooth water in the lagoon to
play in. It is as amazing as I had heard, in fact, it is better. After a few hours,
I land my kite and have a cold drink from the icebox, which the staff had
brought over by boat, and laugh out loud at how amazing my surroundings
are. I pack my kite and wait for one of the resort’s guests to finish their kite
lesson and join them in the boat for a ride home to my personal version of
heaven for the week, Wakatobi Dive resort in south east Sulawesi, Indonesia.

Wakatobi

seated at a table drinking an amazing cappuccino accompanied by fresh

TOM COULD NOT HELP HIMSELF WHEN HE SAW THIS RAIL...

the edge of the horizon. A patchwork of colours that almost hurt my eyes
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IF A TREE FALLS IN THE FOREST AND NO ONE HEARS IT... DOES IT MAKE A SOUND?
TOM’S NO SILENT FALLEN TREE - IT’S ALWAYS NICE WHEN YOU HAVE A GOOD FILMER ON HAND...
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Every meal at Wakatobi is likely to be the best you have ever had and lunch is no different. I share a large table with avid kiters including Freeride Project mastermind
and North team rider Tom Court and the ever-interesting Sophie Mathews. We make a plan to shoot some images in front of the hotel from a small boat, and leisurely
finish our meals. The wind is still steady and strong enough for Tom on his 12-metre. After two hours shooting before sunset, I have a new tattoo thanks to Tom’s
lines, a burn across my ear and neck. I have to laugh at the irony of having a scar from a place that will leave such a long-lasting memory as it is.
As we finish the session we head to the bar at the end of the jetty for a sunset cocktail with new friends. The talk mostly revolves around the majesty of the setting
and the amazing conditions and complaints of already being sore after just a few days. We slip into the tropical lifestyle with ease and turn up at the buffet with bare
feet where, as you must know by now, another great meal was served with some of the best desserts I have encountered in my travels.

At this point you must be wondering if eating, sleeping and kiting were all we did …
and the answer would be a satisfying yes.
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I was taken on a tour of the inner workings of the resort by one of the owners named Henrick. He told
me of the early days of bushwhacking and 20-hour boat rides just to reach this intrepid local. It’s hard to
believe that such an amazing resort can be in such a far-flung place. I have never in my travels seen such
a well-oiled machine. From desalination to power generation, from turtle nursery to furniture building,
they are a self-sustained city on the edge of the wild. The resort even built its own runway to make the

TOM GETTING READY FOR HAPPY HOUR ON THE DOCK BAR.

transport of guests as well as supplies much easier. I had a hard time not shedding a tear when he

The group takes off on a mind-bending downwinder past some of the most amazing

recounted the first charter flight, which attracted villagers from hundreds of kilometres around who had

tropical scenery anyone had seen. I rush to another dock where a boat is waiting for me

to come see their first airplane. Some of whom touched the mythical flying machine and wept openly as

to follow the kiters downwind and document the beauty. As we approach a village, word

if seeing God in person. He went on describing how everyone onboard the maiden flight was overcome

quickly travels and all the inhabitants of the area make their way to the water’s edge. Kids

with tears of joy that they had accomplished such a feat so far from modern civilisation.

swim out into the sea to get a better look as Tom and Sophie decided to have a play for the

I wake again to find the wind already blowing. We all gather at the restaurant for a quick breakfast

villagers’ enjoyment. Every jump, grab, and trick brings claps and cheering from hundreds

before embarking on a voyage of discovery. We take a boat to the nearest island with roads and then

of people. It is amazing how much joy a few kiteboarders can bring to people who have

transfer the gear to trucks. We make our way across the island and find a great beach to launch. The

never seen it. As we leave the village Tom follows behind the boat and uses the wake to do

wind is strong and steady, the sun is out and the water is every shade of green. We first have a safety

a kite-assisted wake set for 10 minutes throwing stylish tricks off the kickers. By the time

meeting led by the area’s kiting pioneer and co-owner of Wakatobi Dive Resort, Valentin. Out here, it’s

the downwinder is over, everyone is sunburnt and smiling and lining up for the massage

you against the ocean … no life saving services, search and rescue helicopters, or help, other than local

therapist before dinner.

fishing boats, exist. It’s all about being prepared and having a plan.
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Wakatobi

Wakatobi Dive Resort is very well known in the diving world. It is a
world-class destination with amenities to die for, and arguably the best
diving in the world. After what we experienced over the course of seven
unforgettable days of consistent wind and sunny skies, I can tell you
without a doubt it is also an amazing place to kiteboard.
As everyone packed up and prepared to head back to the real world,
I could tell that no one had had enough of this most idyllic location.
But such is life. I was the lucky one; my wife greeted me along with
our daughter who had arrived on the inbound charter flight that would
take Tom and Sophie as well as our new friends that came down for
the week home. My family and I stayed for four nights. It can only be
described as the best family time of our lives. We spent our mornings
lounging in our beachside bungalow, our afternoons daddy got to go
kite, and evenings started out on the pier bar for sunset and then on
to the amazing buffets. I even learned to ride my foil. Two thing are for
certain, we found paradise and we will be back.
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WAKTOBI IS MAGIC, ABOVE AND BELOW.

